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Laure Hatchuel-Becker’s Solo Exhibition at Art Porters

 

Peaks Speak, a major solo exhibition comprising 40 recent artworks by artist Laure
Hatchuel-Becker is showing at Art Porters from March 2 to April 23, 2017. The works
all display Laure’s extraordinary technique of colourful oil peaks of colour on canvas,
inspired by Australian aboriginal art.
Opening event on March 2, 2017 from 6.00pm - 10.00pm.
Artist talk on March 4, 2017 from 11.00am to 12.00pm.
64 Spottiswoode Park Road, Singapore 088652. Open daily from 10.30am to 7.00pm.
Tel +65 6909 0468.
To view the full catalogue click here



Laure Hatchuel-Becker said “Peaks Speak is my fourth exhibition in as many years in
Singapore, in response to the considerable interest for my work here. I am both grateful
and delighted. I look forward to meeting collectors and members of the public at the
opening event and to interact with everyone at the artist talk.”

Peaks Speak
Laure Hatchuel-Becker has created a new language - one of sophisticated elegance,
precise beauty, crafted mountains of rich oil colours, mesmerizing and precise
landscapes of thousands of sculptures.
Each of these myriads of sculptures is a miniature geological formation, perfectly
pointed and shining under the gallery light. The viewer is drawn to a close inspection of
each peak, better seen from the side of the painting. One would want to be a fly on the
wall and yet move further away and take the breathtaking beauty particularly of the
animal compositions, with their subtle and respectful references to many masters of art
history.
In front of the artworks, one wants to engage in a tribal dance, intense and strictly
choreographed. Navigating from close up in a magical helicopter above the peaks, then
moving further away one can fully admire Laure Hatchuel-Becker's carefully controlled
craft and meditative prowess.
It is a great honour for Art Porters to show Laure Hatchuel-Becker’s works, and to invite
the collecting public to appreciate and enjoy "Peaks Speak".
Guillaume Levy-Lambert
Artologist

About Art Porters
With its belief in the power of art to transform lives, Art Porters’ mission is to share
happiness with art.
Art Porters believes in art’s unique power to contribute to the viewer’s journey of
self-discovery. When one feels connected with an art piece, deep emotions, including
the all-important appreciation of beauty, can be triggered. One’s sense of well-being can
be enhanced, uplifting hearts and inspiring creativity.
Art Porters focuses on contemporary art from around the world, and develops privileged
relationships with international artists, hailing from Europe and Asia. Our featured artists
work in a variety of media, including drawing, painting, sculpture, photography and
digital animation.
Art Porters selects artworks that appeal and interest a wide audience, including both the
young and old, experienced and new collectors. Our artists generously share their
stories and inspiration to create a unique and distinctive experience.
Art Porters also provides art consultancy and advisory services for collections,
corporations and venues. We also help to organise art and exhibition events for a wide
variety of clients.
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